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The availability of such data is often hindered by the complexity and high cost of production. In this
paper, we investigate the beneﬁts of a state-of-the-art tool to help with the semantic annotation of a large
set of biomedical queries.
Seven annotators were recruited to annotate a set of 10,000 PubMed queries with 16 biomedical and
bibliographic categories. About half of the queries were annotated from scratch, while the other half were
automatically pre-annotated and manually corrected. The impact of the automatic pre-annotations was
assessed on several aspects of the task: time, number of actions, annotator satisfaction, inter-annotator
agreement, quality and number of the resulting annotations.
The analysis of annotation results showed that the number of required hand annotations is 28.9% less
when using pre-annotated results from automatic tools. As a result, the overall annotation time was sub-
stantially lower when pre-annotations were used, while inter-annotator agreement was signiﬁcantly
higher. In addition, there was no statistically signiﬁcant difference in the semantic distribution or number
of annotations produced when pre-annotations were used. The annotated query corpus is freely available
to the research community.
This study shows that automatic pre-annotations are found helpful by most annotators. Our experience
suggests using an automatic tool to assist large-scale manual annotation projects. This helps speed-up
the annotation time and improve annotation consistency while maintaining high quality of the ﬁnal
annotations.
Published by Elsevier Inc.1. Background
1.1. The challenges of annotation tasks
Producing annotated data is a necessary step for many Natural
Language Processing (NLP) or information processing tasks. Anno-
tated data is useful for researchers in at least two respects: ﬁrst, as
a means to fully understand the task at hand, and second as an in-
put to train and evaluate computational approaches developed to
automatically address the task. While a limited amount of data
could be sufﬁcient for the former, the latter requires a much larger
amount. In the biomedical domain, data curation and annotation
not only provides a basis for computational analysis, but also di-
rectly supports experimental research scientists [1,2]. Current
annotation projects cover many aspects of the life sciences ranging
from annotation of genes and proteins [3,4], to more complex tasksInc.
of Medicine, Bldg. 38A, 10N-
Fax: +1 301 480 2290.like gene/protein interaction [5,6], event extraction [7] and others
[8].
Manual annotation is expensive and highly time-consuming. It
requires qualiﬁed annotators. In addition, expert knowledge is
needed for domain-speciﬁc annotation. As a result, variable inter-
annotator agreement (or consistency) is a well-known issue of
manual annotations for virtually any type of task, with a negative
impact on the reproducibility of the task by automated approaches.
A variety of research efforts have attempted to address these is-
sues. Several efforts sought to improve the consistency of annota-
tions through clear and speciﬁc deﬁnition of annotation guidelines
[9,10]. Authors diverge on the beneﬁt of letting annotators com-
municate on the material during the annotation process: Lu et al.
[9] found it increases consistency, but Alex et al. [5] expressed con-
cern that annotators might inﬂuence one another and bias the
overall reported consistency. Other studies showed that the use
of automatic tools could improve overall consistency [11,12]. How-
ever, one has to keep in mind that high consistency does not nec-
essarily equal high annotation quality [13 – cited by 14]. In fact, in
a study of part-of-speech (POS) tagging, Marcus et al. [12] found
that while automatic pre-annotations increased inter-annotator
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Other work takes the inevitable inter-annotator variation into ac-
count and shows that annotator disagreement can be modeled sta-
tistically [15].
Time saving is another beneﬁt obtained by using automatic pre-
annotations. In previous projects, the time saving was found to be
22% for the annotation of protein–protein interactions in biomed-
ical texts [6] and 50% for part-of-speech tagging [12]. Finally, the
use of automatic pre-annotations has been shown to increase the
level of general annotator satisfaction for some annotators [5,16],
and to generally support annotators and curators in a complex
task. It was shown that the support of reliable automatic annota-
tion tools could allow annotators to increase the scope of the
resulting annotations by quickly revising automatic annotations
and focusing on annotations beyond the coverage of the automatic
tool [6,11]. Some annotation tools also allow curators to explore
the literature related to the entities they are annotating [17].
1.2. Annotation of PubMed queries
Characterizing the semantic content of user queries is funda-
mentally important to understanding PubMed users’ behavior
and information needs, and to address them adequately [18]. In
addition to developing a new corpus of PubMed queries annotated
with 16 semantic categories, this study aims to determine how to
best address this task using state-of-the-art NLP and annotation
tools. To assess the beneﬁts and caveats of using automatic pre-
annotations for an annotation task in the biomedical domain, we
seek answers to the following questions:
 Do pre-annotations help accomplish an annotation task? Specif-
ically, what are the implications on the time spent performing
the task, the annotator satisfaction and the consistency of the
annotations?
 Do pre-annotations inﬂuence annotators in a negative way?
Speciﬁcally, would pre-annotations induce a signiﬁcant varia-
tion in the distribution of categories? Would the quality or
number of annotations vary if pre-annotations were used?
Compared to previous work in the biomedical domain, our
study covers a large spectrum of biomedical concepts including
types of entities that were not part of any previous large-scale
annotation task (e.g. ‘‘diseases’’ and ‘‘medical procedures’’). This
work is based on a large corpus of 10,000 PubMed queries, a lesser
studied biomedical text genre. Previous work was based on smaller
corpora, e.g. 4–10 papers in [6]. Our study involves seven annota-
tors, which is a larger number than in many previous studies
where up to four annotators participated [6,12,19].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
we describe the corpus, annotation scheme, and annotation tools
that were used in the study. We also deﬁne evaluation measures
such as inter-annotator agreement, annotation divergence and
number of actions. Section 3 presents and comments on the anno-
tations obtained in the study. Finally, in Section 4, we highlight the
main implications and limitations of our work.
2. Methods
In this section, we describe the corpus and tools used to per-
form the annotation task, including details on the development
of the annotation scheme.
2.1. PubMed queries
A set of 10,000 PubMedquerieswas randomly extracted from the
PubMed logs for October 17, 2005. The queries were processed toconvert any non-ASCII characters (e.g. accented letters were re-
placed by non-accentedASCII equivalents), in order to facilitate pro-
cessing with some of the automatic tools described below. The ten
sample PubMed queries below illustrate the content of the corpus.
qid00008|’’Mammon Z’’[Author]
qid00029|http://copernic.com
qid00042|suzuki
qid00386|Herbal preparations for obesity: are they useful?
qid02632|j.med.chem
qid03752|treatment obesity dog
qid07505|prenatal insult
qid07647|’’Glyburide’’[MeSH] AND ‘‘Metformin’’[MeSH]
qid08130|autism
qid09048|’’Cancer’’[Jour] AND 2004[pdat]
Queries 8, 7647 and 9048 include PubMed tags for author, jour-
nal, MeSH term and publication date searches. Length varies from
one token (e.g. queries 29, 42, 8130) to many (e.g., title query 386),
and topics also vary from bibliographic queries (e.g., queries 8, 42,
2632, 9048) to biomedical topics (e.g., queries 3752, 7647, 8130),
sometimes unlikely (e.g., 7505).
2.2. Annotation tool
The Protégé plug-in Knowtator [20] was chosen as it provides a
user-friendly interface to support the annotation. As shown in
Fig. 1, Knowtator divides the screen into three main windows.
The annotation scheme can be seen on the left window, the queries
can be viewed in the middle window, and annotations can be edi-
ted in the right window. Moreover, Knowtator allows us to com-
pute inter-annotator agreement (IAA) for data analysis purposes.
2.3. Annotation scheme
The rationale for annotating the query corpus is twofold. First, it
can help understanding PubMed users’ information needs [18,21].
Second, it can be used in the development and evaluation of com-
putational approaches for automatically analyzing PubMed que-
ries. For instance, we adapted and evaluated two state-of-the-art
tools for recognizing disease names in PubMed queries based on
the corpus built in this study [22].
Given the aforementioned rationale, we developed a 16-
category annotation scheme as follows: First, we manually identi-
ﬁed different information needs in PubMed queries based on
manual inspection of 200 sample queries. We reviewed the catego-
ries used in previous work [21], viz. Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH) tree structures. We also considered semantic categories
based on other existing terminological resources such as the
UMLS (Uniﬁed Medical Language System) Semantic Groups. In
order to ease the annotation task and keep it straightforward for
human annotators, we avoided hierarchical relationships between
categories. Our ﬁnal annotation scheme had 16 categories, which
we list in Table 1. Table 1 also gives brief deﬁnitions and examples
of PubMed query terms that fall under each category. The ﬁnal
scheme as it appeared to annotators in Knowtator is shown in
Fig. 1. The Supplementary data contains the speciﬁc deﬁnitions
of each category in the annotation scheme provided to annotators.
Shortly after the beginning of the annotation task, it was conﬁrmed
by the annotators that the scheme was suitable when applied out-
side of the initial 200 sample queries.
2.4. Annotation guidelines
Along with the annotation scheme, annotation guidelines were
developed. They contained deﬁnitions of the categories and
Fig. 1. The 16 category annotation scheme used to annotate PubMed queries is displayed on the left side of the Knowtator screen shot. A sample annotated query from the
corpus is shown in the middle. Note that categories Devices and Living Beings correspond to the eponym UMLS Semantic Groups while categories Body Part, Cell or Cell
Component and Tissue correspond to UMLS Semantic Types. Speciﬁc deﬁnitions and examples for all categories are given in Table 1 and in the Supplementary data.
Table 1
Brief deﬁnitions and examples for each of the 16 categories in the annotation scheme. More speciﬁc deﬁnitions and examples for all categories are given in the Supplementary
data.
Annotation category Brief deﬁnition Examples
Body Part A part/organ/limb of the human body Finger, lung, heart
Cell or Cell Component Type of cell or part of cell Stem cell, membrane, nucleus
Tissue Group of specialized cells Abdominal muscle, subcutaneous tissue
Chemicals and drugs Antibiotic, drug or any chemical substance Aspirin, Metformin, lithium, calcium
Devices Object used in research, diagnosis or treatment Adhesive bandage, insulin syringe
Disorders Disease, syndrome, dysfunction, etc. Obesity, Heart Attack, autism, ankle fracture
Genes, proteins and molecular sequences Name of any molecular sequence P450, lck, pex5, c-Myb transcription factor
Living Beings Animal, human, organism Male, alfalfa, mushroom, dog, marine bacteria
Research procedures Activity involving research, or experiment Real time PCR, bibliometric analysis
Medical procedures Activity involving diagnosis, or treatment Admission test, appendectomy, treatment
Phenomenon, Process or Function Biologic function, organism, cell or molecular function Mutation, apoptosis, protein interaction
MEDLINE Title Title of a paper in MEDLINE Herbal preparations for obesity: are they useful?
Author name Name of authors Suzuki, Mammon Z, Jiang George
Journal name Name of a journal referenced in MEDLINE Cancer, j.med.chem, Science
Citation information Publication year, date, page number, etc. 2008, 2009 Feb;25(2)
Abbreviations A shortened form of a word or phrase EEG, TB, DNA, NEJM, CRF, UGT2B1
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Annotators were also encouraged to verify their annotations
against reliable sources such as MEDLINE or the UMLS Knowledge
Source Server [23]. They were equally encouraged to perform theseveriﬁcations when they worked with batches with or without pre-
annotations.
One important guideline was that in general no annota-
tions should be made for embedded entities. For example, three
Table 2
Batches assigned to each annotator participating in the study.
Batch assignments Annotator ID
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Batches without pre-annotations 5 5 5 4 5 4 5
Batches with pre-annotations 4 4 4 5 4 4 4
Total 9 9 9 9 9 8 9
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a Body Part, and cancer and lung cancer as Disorders. According to
our guidelines, only the annotation of the most speciﬁc Disorders,
namely lung cancer, should be made. As embedded entities are
not annotated, no Body Part annotation should be made in spite
of the mention of lung in the query. This realizes our goal to
identify the most speciﬁc entities in the queries. In addition, from
an information retrieval perspective, we also expected the anno-
tation of queries to provide a spectrum of what topics were
searched by PubMed users. It seemed that embedded entities
could hardly be deﬁned as search topics. For example, a user que-
rying for lung cancer is not likely to be searching documents re-
lated to lung.
The only exception is for the Abbreviation category, where the
guidelines advocate the annotation of the abbreviated form regard-
less. For instance, two annotations are expected for the query
BRCA1: one for Genes and Proteins and the other for Abbreviations.
As the annotation work progressed, the guidelines were enriched
with examples of speciﬁc cases discussed in regular annotator
meetings organized to ensure consistent interpretation of the
guidelines. The Supplementary data contains the guidelines and
examples provided to annotators.
2.5. Conduct of the annotation task
Seven annotators with a variety of backgrounds were recruited
to participate in the study. All annotators had previous experience
with annotating biomedical documents. Three annotators have a
computer science/information science background (annotators 1,
4 and 5), three a biology/medicine background (annotators 2, 3
and 6), and one a bioinformatics background (annotator 7). In
order to make the annotation task manageable and to facilitate
the data analysis, the 10,000 queries were split into 50 batches
of 200 queries. As previously mentioned, the ﬁrst batch of 200
queries was used to deﬁne the annotation scheme, and was
annotated by all seven annotators. Another 26 batches were
distributed among the annotators to be annotated from scratch.
The remaining 23 batches were automatically pre-annotated
as follows:
 Queries were processed with MetaMap [24,25]
 MetaMap ‘‘mapping’’ results were converted to corresponding
categories based on the semantic types of the concepts used
in the deﬁnition of categories. For example, a concept of seman-
tic type ‘‘diagnostic procedure’’ identiﬁed by MetaMap was
automatically pre-annotated with the category Medical Proce-
dures. For some recurring ambiguous concept that MetaMap
associates with more than one semantic type, a consistent cat-
egory assignment was chosen (e.g., MetaMap associates ‘‘can-
cer’’ to both the concepts ‘‘cancer genus’’ with the semantic
type Invertebrate, which corresponds to the category Living
Being and ‘‘neoplasm’’ with the semantic type Neoplastic Pro-
cess, which corresponds to the category Disorder. In this case,
we chose to have ‘‘cancer’’ pre-annotated as a Disorder category
concept). A set of such equivalence rules (e.g. rule 1: if concept
has semantic type ‘‘diagnostic procedure’’ annotate as Medical
Procedures; rule 2: if concept has semantic type ‘‘Invertebrate’’,
unless concept is ‘‘cancer genus’’, annotate as Living Being) was
manually developed based on knowledge of the UMLS, and
analysis of a sample query batch for ﬁne-tuning. The full set
of equivalence used is shown in Supplementary Table 1. The
rules were then implemented in a Perl script that automatically
converted MetaMap results into xml ﬁles containing annota-
tions according to our schema, which could be directly loaded
into Knowtator. An example of automatic rule application on
a sample query is shown in Supplementary Table 2. For the Author name, Journal name and Citation information
categories, pre-annotations were created based on the MEDLINE
search ﬁelds and tags in the queries [26], i.e. pre-annotations for
these categories are only created if the corresponding PubMed
search tags are present in the query.
 For the Abbreviation category, pre-annotations were created for
query words up to ﬁve characters long; if they contained all
upper case letters and digits (e.g. BRCA1 and AIDS would be
pre-annotated, but YCL069W would not, because it contains
more than 5 characters. Similarly, p53 would not be recognized,
because it contains a lower case letter, and neither would 123,
because it contains only digits).
To assess the pre-annotation process, one of the pre-annotated
batches was revised by all seven annotators. This batch was used to
make sure that annotators would feel comfortable with the task of
revising existing annotations vs. annotating from scratch. It was
also used to measure inter-annotator agreement.
For each batch that they worked with, annotators were in-
structed to record the time they spent on producing or revising the
annotations. The annotation task was distributed evenly among
annotators, such that each annotator contributed annotations to
the two shared batches and each annotator produced 4 or 5 batches
of queries that included or did not include pre-annotations. As
shown in Table 2, six annotatorsworkedwith a total of nine batches,
two of which were also annotated by the others. One annotator
worked with eight batches, including the two shared batches.
2.6. Creation of ‘‘Gold Standard’’ annotations
To further assess the quality of the ﬁnal annotations, two
annotators (speciﬁcally, annotators 4 and 7) were involved in the
creation of gold standard annotations for the two batches that were
commonly annotated by all seven annotators. To obtain the ‘‘Gold
Standard’’ annotations on each set, the two annotators were shown
a pool of all the annotations made to queries in the set, without any
indication of which annotator created the annotation, or howmany
annotators had agreed on a given annotation. The two annotators
independently revised the pool of annotations. Then, the queries
where their annotations still diverged (59 queries for the ﬁrst batch
without pre-annotations and 52 queries for the second batch with
pre-annotations) were identiﬁed and they discussed the speciﬁc
cases to arrive at a consensus, which could be different from any
of the annotations initially produced by the seven annotators. In
fact, prior annotations were used to compare and contrast in
order to arrive at the best solution. For example, for one query
‘‘escaping the nuclear’’ some annotators had suggested the category
‘‘Phenomenon, Process or Function’’ while others had not produced
any annotations. In the gold standard set, this query was ﬁnally
annotated as a ‘‘MEDLINE Title’’ as it was considered to be a partial
title query for the article ‘‘Escaping the nuclear conﬁnes: signal-
dependent pre-mRNA splicing in anucleate platelets’’.
2.7. Data analysis
Most of the data analysis was performed at the batch level (i.e.
using one batch as a data point), using the Mann Whitney and
Fig. 2. Comparison of annotation time in minutes (A) overall and (B) for the seven
annotators as the annotation task progresses. Full circles represent batches with
pre-annotations while hollow circles represent batches without pre-annotations.
Note that all the batches with pre-annotation appear between the vertical dashed
lines.
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assumption that the observed data was normally distributed.
For the two batches of queries that were annotated by seven
annotators, we used the Knowtator’s inter-annotator agreement
(IAA). In Knowtator, IAA is computed as: IAA = number of
matches/(number of matches + number of non-matches), where
matches are computed at the category level, allowing string over-
lap. This means that span differences were counted as a match
whereas category differenceswere not, as per the deﬁnitions below.
To assess the difference between pre-annotations and the ﬁnal
annotators’ annotations, we considered the following types of
divergence between two annotation sets:
 Category difference: a string was annotated with different cate-
gories (e.g. salmonella annotated as Living Beings vs. Disorders).
 Span difference: overlapping strings were annotated with the
same category (e.g. castleman disease multicentric vs. castleman
disease annotated as Disorders).
 Addition: an annotation was made by the annotator, but not by
the automatic system.
 Removal: an annotation was made by the automatic system, but
not by the annotator.
For cases where both a span and a category differ (e.g. salmonella
infection annotated as Disorders as a whole vs. salmonella as Living
Beings by itself), we counted as one ‘‘removal’’ and one ‘‘addition’’
in our computation. Subsequently, the number of total actions
performed by the annotators is computed as follows:
 In batches without pre-annotations, the number of actions is
the same as the number of total annotations.
 In batches with pre-annotations, the number of actions is com-
puted as: 2  category difference + span difference + addi-
tion + removal. The number of category differences was
doubled because performing a category change in Knowtator
requires the removal of the unwanted annotation and the sub-
sequent addition of a new annotation, i.e. two actions in total.
For other types of changes such as span difference, addition or
removal of an existing annotation, only one Knowtator action
was required.
Finally, each annotator reported the time spent annotating each
of the batches of 200 queries, and their general satisfaction with
the pre-annotation experiment.
3. Results
The corpus of 10,000 PubMed queries with 17,103 annotations is
freely available for research purposes at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.-
gov/CBBresearch/Fellows/Neveol/Queries10K.zip. Overall, only 510
queries received no annotations (e.g. http://copernic.com or corerala-
tion between the intracellular). The mean and standard deviation of
queries without annotations was 10.2 ± 6.4 per batch, with at least
one query without annotations in each of the 50 batches.
The impact of using automatic pre-annotations to assist manual
annotations was studied from three aspects: annotation time,
annotation quality, and annotator satisfaction.
3.1. Annotation time
Fig. 2 shows the time comparison from the perspective of
batches and annotators.
Fig. 2A shows that the average annotation time in batches with
pre-annotation was signiﬁcantly lower compared to batches with-
out pre-annotations (106 min vs. 173 min, a 38.7% decrease in
time). Fig. 2B shows the progression of annotation time for eachindividual annotator. As can be seen, there is a general trend of
diminishing annotation time from one batch to the next for the
ﬁrst stage of our task where annotators created the annotations
from scratch, suggesting that training (with enriched guidelines
and examples) and experience play a role in shortening the anno-
tation time. Furthermore, the average annotation time continued
to decrease as can be seen in the latter stage of the process, where
pre-annotations were used. Despite the general trend of decreasing
annotation time, individual variations can be observed, but do not
seem to be linked to the annotators’ background. For annotators 4,
5 (computer science/information science background), and 6 (biol-
ogy/medical background), the pre-annotations seemed to have a
greater impact on annotation time.
The last two batches assigned to annotator 4 appear further to
the right on Fig. 2B, reﬂecting the fact that these batches were
worked on some time after the main annotation period. In these
two batches, the time spent on the batches with and without
pre-annotations is consistently in the same range as other batches
for this annotator. However, the time difference between the two
batches is smaller than between the average of this annotator’s
other batches with and without pre-annotations. This might indi-
cate that the impact of training is signiﬁcant.
Based on the observations, we hypothesized that the time
saving shown in Fig. 2 is due to two major factors: (a) annotators
became more efﬁcient as they gained experience (b) annotators
also became more efﬁcient as assistance became available in the
form of pre-annotations (see discussion in Section 4.3). More
speciﬁcally, we hypothesized that a lower number of actions
needed to be performed for the pre-annotated batches.
Fig. 3A shows that overall, the number of actions to be
performed is statistically lower for the pre-annotated batches
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average, we can estimate that the average time per action is lower
in batches with pre-annotations (26 s) compared to batches
without pre-annotations (30 s). This could be due to training,
but it could also be an indication that overall, annotators spent less
time performing veriﬁcations on batches with pre-annotations if
they felt conﬁdent that a pre-annotation was correct. However,
the number of veriﬁcations performed, or the time spent on the
veriﬁcation was not recorded in our study.
Table 3 shows the distribution of the different divergence types
(described previously in the Method Section) observed between
the automatic annotations and the ﬁnal annotations in pre-
annotated batches. A large amount of divergence resulted from
the ‘‘Addition’’ of annotations because many Author Name, Journal
Name and Citation Information were missed by the rule-based
algorithm we developed (automatic annotations for these catego-
ries relied entirely on the presence of tags in the queries). In
Fig. 3B, we can see that some batches requiring a high number ofFig. 3. Comparison of the number of actions (A) overall and (B) for the seven
annotators as a function of annotation time. Full circles represent batches with pre-
annotations while hollow circles represent batches without pre-annotations.
Table 3
Distribution of divergence types. (A) Between automatic pre-annotations and the ﬁnal anno
pre-annotations where shown to the annotators (B) between two annotators – results are
seven annotators.
Divergence type Category difference
Between pre-annotations and annotators 13
Between two annotators 20
a The number of addition and removal is similar because the comparison between tw
and annotators’ ﬁnal annotations where the annotators’ work was considered as the ‘‘r
averaged by alternatively considering each annotator as a ‘‘reference’’.actions were still annotated relatively fast. In addition to individual
variation between annotators, this could be due to the amount of
veriﬁcation that annotators performed, which was not recorded
in our study.
3.2. Annotation quality
To investigate the difference in quality between batches with
and without pre-annotations, we observed the number of annota-
tions, the inter-annotator agreement, and the category distribution
in the two groups of batches.
As shown on Fig. 4A, there is no statistical difference in the
number of annotations between batches with and without pre-
annotations. Also, the smaller deviation between batches with
pre-annotation suggests annotators are more consistent in produc-
ing annotations under such conditions. This is further illustrated in
Fig. 4B where the Inter-Annotator Agreements are signiﬁcantly
higher for batches with pre-annotations (on average, IAA = 85.18
vs. 77.00).
Fig. 5 shows the distribution of annotations among the 16-
category scheme in batches with and without pre-annotations.
Overall, there is no statistical difference in the distribution
(Wilcoxon, p = 0.6233). However, at the category level, the number
of Abbreviations annotations is statistically lower in batches with
pre-annotations (⁄p = 0.0107) whereas the number of Medical
Procedures annotations is higher (⁄⁄p = 0.0040). We believe the
decrease in Abbreviations is due to the fact that this was the only
category where overlaps with other annotations were permitted.
As a result, the pre-annotations could have hidden the fact that
an Abbreviations annotation was missing.
To further assess the quality of annotations, the agreement
between the annotators and the ‘‘Gold Standard’’ annotations
obtained for the two commonly annotated batches (cf. previous
section) was computed. As shown in Table 4, the average agree-
ment with the gold standard is high. It is higher in the batch with
pre-annotations than in the batch without pre-annotations. In
addition, in both batches, the average agreement with the gold
standard is higher than the average inter-annotator agreement
for the batch. These results indicate that the overall quality of
annotations in the corpus is high. They also indicate that the higher
inter-annotator agreement observed on the batch with pre-
annotations is likely due to agreement on correct annotations,
rather than a negative bias induced by the pre-annotations.
3.3. Annotator satisfaction
Annotators were asked to assess their satisfaction with the
use of pre-annotations on a ﬁve-point scale: very satisﬁed,
satisﬁed, neither satisﬁed nor dissatisﬁed, dissatisﬁed, very
dissatisﬁed. Three annotators were very satisﬁed with the
pre-annotations (annotators 1, 4 and 5: those with computer sci-
ence/information science background), two were satisﬁed (anno-
tators 6 and 7), and two were neither satisﬁed nor dissatisﬁed
(annotators 2 and 3). Overall, ‘‘satisﬁed’’ annotators liked thattator’s annotations – result are shown as an average per batch over 23 batches where
shown as an average per batch and per annotator pair over two batches annotated by
Span difference Addition Removal
12 156 40
21 43 43a
o annotators was non-directional. Unlike the comparison between pre-annotations
eference’’ for addition and removals, the comparison between two annotators was
Fig. 4. Comparison of (A) ﬁnal number of annotations and (B) inter-annotator
agreement for batches with and without pre-annotations. In (A) each circle
represents a batch of queries; in (B) each circle represents an annotator pair.
Fig. 5. Comparison of the distribution of annotations over categories for batches with and
the category level).
Table 4
Overall agreement between annotators and gold standard annotations on sample 200-
agreement for the batch.
Annotator ID 1 2 3
Batch with pre-annotations 84.70 78.46 85.50
Batch without pre-annotations 89.46 85.11 83.02
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which saved time. They also reported that less manual look up
was required with pre-annotations while less satisﬁed annota-
tors reported that the inconvenience of having to remove anno-
tations (in particular for ‘‘title’’ type queries where several
entities were erroneously pre-annotated) evened out the positive
vs. negative aspects of pre-annotations. Annotators with a com-
puter science/information science background were the most
satisﬁed with pre-annotations. This may indicate that annotators
with this type of background are more likely to trust and adopt
automatic tools.
3.4. Annotation divergence
Table 3 shows the distribution of divergence types between
pre-annotations and ﬁnal annotations (in 23 batches with pre-
annotations) as well as between 42 annotator pairs for the two
batches that were annotated by all seven annotators. The main
difference between annotator vs. annotator and annotator vs.
pre-annotations is the number of additions – this is positive for
the tool, as it tends to show that annotators mainly need to
add annotations vs. remove or alter pre-annotations. The number
of category and span divergence is smaller for annotator vs.
pre-annotations, which reﬂects increased consistency when pre-
annotations are used. An analysis of speciﬁc cases where annota-
tions diverged shows that most cases fall into the following
categories:
1. Entities belonging to multiple categories: Although categories
were deﬁned as speciﬁcally as possible, in some cases entities
could still be reasonably assigned to more than one category.
For example, in query cataract wild ginseng, wild ginseng canwithout pre-annotations (stars indicate statistical differences in the distribution at
query sets with and without pre-annotations. The last column shows the average
4 5 6 7
83.60 82.47 79.04 86.02 82.83
84.71 86.67 79.07 87.41 85.89
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Chemical and Drug (because it is an alleged ingredient of
medications for treating cataract). Such conﬂicts were not
uncommon between category pairs such as Disorders vs. Living
Being (e.g. Salmonella), Research Procedure vs. Medical Proce-
dure (e.g. MRI), Gene or Protein vs. Chemical and Drugs (e.g.
wortmannin).
2. Complex entities: in some cases, annotators had different inter-
pretations regarding the parsing of complex entities. For exam-
ple, in query nfkb,IkB alpha degradation some annotators
annotated IkB alpha degradation as Biological Process or Func-
tion whereas others separated IkB alpha as Gene and Protein
and degradation as Biological Process or Function.
3. Span divergence: the example above illustrates how span diver-
gence could arise in the annotations. Span divergence can also
occur in queries like alpha-adrenegic receptor subtypes, where
two different annotations can be derived depending on whether
the annotator regards theword subtypes as part of the genename.
4. MEDLINE Titles: if an annotator failed to identify the title of a
MEDLINE publication, annotations for the biomedical entities
in title query were usually created. Note that the identiﬁcation
of a ‘‘MEDLINE Title’’ was not necessarily trivial, as some que-
ries seem to contain truncated or slightly modiﬁed titles of
MEDLINE citations, which can leave room for interpretation.
The number of ‘‘addition’’ and ‘‘removal’’ shown in Table 3 cover
the differences of types 2 and 4 (complex entities and MEDLINE Ti-
tles), the former being more frequent than the latter.
In order to reduce the different interpretations, regular anno-
tator meetings were organized throughout the project. In
addition to resolving differences for the two-shared sets, annota-
tors were invited to present query examples that they found dif-
ﬁcult to annotate in their own sets so that the group could agree
on a consensus interpretation of the guidelines to apply to
similar cases.
4. Discussion
The results above demonstrate the beneﬁts of using pre-
annotations produced by automatic tools to assist manual
annotation.
4.1. Do pre-annotations induce negative bias in resulting annotations?
In typical conﬂict cases (e.g. Salmonella), the automatic pre-
annotations always presented the same default choice to the anno-
tators (e.g. a Disorders annotation). This likely resulted in higher
regularity and consequently boosted the overall inter-annotator
agreements in batches with pre-annotations as shown in Fig. 4B.
Although high inter-annotator agreement or a uniform distribution
over the two types of batches are not a guarantee of the quality of
annotations, the hypothesis of minimal negative inﬂuence from the
pre-annotations is supported by the high agreement between the
annotators and the gold standard. In addition, the agreement
among annotators is almost twice as high as the agreement be-
tween annotators and the automatic system. This is consistent
with the hypothesis that the annotators diverged with the pre-
annotations that were erroneous or missing.
Speciﬁc attention can also be given to the diverse background of
the annotators. In a recent effort involving annotations of pathol-
ogy reports by linguists and pathologists [19], annotations pro-
duced by the linguists were found to be in higher agreement
than annotations produced by the pathologists. Similarly, we
observe a higher agreement between annotators with computer
science/information science background compared to annotators
with a biology/medicine background.4.2. Implications of our annotation results
Being able to produce such a large-scale annotated corpus is not
only important for our own mission at the National Library of Med-
icine (e.g. using such data for developing and testing PubMed sen-
sors [28]), it would also be beneﬁcial to the related research
community and beyond. As detailed in previous work [18], this
corpus served as the basis for understanding the information needs
of PubMed users, including an analysis of query context which
investigated which semantic classes are frequently queried to-
gether. The corpus could similarly beneﬁt any research that is try-
ing to improve the widely used search engine for biomedical
literature. It would also beneﬁt research that relies on the identiﬁ-
cation of biomedical entities [29] or author name disambiguation
[30]. As mentioned before, we have used this annotated dataset
for developing and evaluating two automatic approaches for recog-
nizing disease names in biomedical text [22]. Similarly, this data
can be used for other biomedical entity recognition problems rang-
ing from widely studied entities like gene and proteins to rarely
explored but important types like medical/research procedures.
4.3. Limitations of our study
The fact that batches with pre-annotations were given to the
annotators after they had ﬁnished working on batches without
pre-annotations makes it difﬁcult to precisely characterize the
two causes of the time saving that we observe (i.e. presence of
pre-annotations vs. training and experience). As mentioned earlier
in Section 3.1, by comparing sets with and without using pre-
annotations, we found that there was an overall save of 38.7% in
annotation time whereas the number of required annotation
actions only dropped 28.9%, which led to a shorter time for each
action (of 4 different types in Table 3) when using pre-annotations.
Although it is likely that in this case, removal and changes with
respects to category and spans should generally take less time to
accomplish in Knowtator comparing to the action of addition, we
cannot fully attribute the difference (38.7% vs. 28.9%) to this effect
since they were not quantiﬁed directly. In order to precisely
estimate the time saving due to each cause (i.e. presence of pre-
annotations vs. training and experience), a future study should
alternate work on batches with and without pre-annotations.
Although annotators were encouraged to perform veriﬁcations to
ensure annotation quality on all annotations in batches with and
without annotations, recording the time allocated to veriﬁcations
could also help determining whether pre-annotations also saved
veriﬁcation time.
Our analysis of pros and cons of using pre-annotations could be
further enhanced by using additional sets of pre-annotations of
known quality, such as random annotations (bad quality) and
manual annotations (good quality). For example, Alex et al. [6]
compared gold standard and the output of an automatic system
as pre-annotations and found that gold standard annotations
allowed a higher time saving than automatic system output.
5. Conclusions
In conclusion, this study shows that pre-annotations are found
helpful by most annotators: it accelerates the annotation speed
and improves annotation consistency. With such help, we were
able to successfully annotate a large set of 10,000 PubMed queries,
which is made freely available to the research community.
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